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GlassRenu Launches Innovative Graffiti Repair System for All Types of Flat Glass 

Advanced tools are first effective method for removing deep scratches and acid damage without 
visible distortion 

 
LAFAYETTE, Calif., July 31, 2007 – Answering the needs of property owners, transit authorities 
and government agencies slammed with spiraling glass replacement costs in the wake of an 
alarming rise in deep-scratch damage and acid-etch graffiti vandalism, GlassRenu™ announced 
today it has developed a cost-effective method for removing glass damage without visible 
distortion. The small California company designed and perfected its glass renewal process in the 
field specifically to meet the demands of professional glass repair technicians, maintenance 
depots and municipalities. The system’s innovative toolset and quick two-step process delivers 
better results in less time. It is available for purchase as a field-ready kit with all tools and 
materials, as well as an extensive supply of the company’s proprietary RenuDisks™ for damage 
removal and polishing, included. 
 
In early reports, professional users across the U.S. and Northern Europe cite major time and 
money savings using the GlassRenu process versus glass replacement. According to company 
Director of Operations Cody Thomas, “Our customers are saving their clients time and money by 
restoring glass that, without GlassRenu technology, would traditionally have had to be replaced. 
After hundreds of repairs, our customers have yet to encounter scratch- or acid-etch-graffiti-
damaged glass GlassRenu was unable to repair.”   
 
The system’s easy-to-learn, two-step process allows glass technicians to restore glass without 
switching between numerous tools.  Up and running in under two minutes, the system uses 
damp, not wet, technology to quickly remove even the most severe scratch or acid damage from 
all types of glass. The patented RenuDisk technology enables even novice users the ability to 
restore up to 8 square feet of glass per hour, without visible distortion. 
 
The field-ready system sells for $1,800 and includes enough materials to repair approximately 
500 square feet of glass.  Information about the systems, including full descriptions, before and 
after photos and ordering instructions for new and replacement supplies can be found online at 
www.glassrenu.com.  
 
About GlassRenu 
 
GlassRenu, a REDD Group company, has become the glass restoration and repair industry’s 
new leader in providing glass graffiti removal solutions that deliver clarity, without visible 
distortion.  For more information, please visit the company Web site at www.glassrenu.com.   
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